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Key Summary 

 
      A. Trading Report 

• Prices leap $0.19 in first week’s trading, front closes at $13.13 
• Volumes hold steady totaling 5,654,000 
• Open Interest rises by 1,895,000 

      B. Price Expectations 
• Buyer’s look to transact where possible well the new floor 
• Market behavior demonstrates acquired experience of sub-floor trading 
• Expected V16 ranges: $13.11 - $13.20 (Front); $13.44 - $13.52 (2017 Benchmark)         

C. CCO Tracker 

• 858k ROCs awarded in past week 

• 5 forestry projects account for 842k new ROCs 

• Subsequent reporting periods for Sierra Pacific Industries’ gain credits 

• State of Texas clocks second credited project on WCI 

• 2 new verification appointments for SCS Engineers and GHD Services 
 
      D. Policy Tracker 

• Legislature reconvened on Wednesday, Jan 4 
• Budget Bill to be submitted to Governor on Jan 10. 

E. Key Dates 
• Jan 18 – EJAC meeting 
• Jan 24 – Hearing of CCC vs ARB case 
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Section A. Trading Report 

 
 
Prices kick-start upwards as traders grasp value opportunity in the New Year  
 
Front prices leapt $0.19 to $13.13 in this the first trading week of the New 
Year, whilst the annual benchmark rose $0.21 to close at $13.46. A similar 
logic applies as when we were beneath the floor in 2016: to a reasonable 
degree of certainty, these sub-floor prices likely represent the lowest 
possible opportunity for obtaining allowances from the market this year. It 
would take a highly adverse court ruling in CCC vs ARB, or a ‘force 
majeure’ equivalent, to put prices beneath where they started the year now.  
 
For these reasons it must have made good sense for market agents to try 
and transact wherever possible in last week’s price region, and the total 
weekly traded volume of 5,654,000 represents these endeavours. Although 
this is a relatively small volume to be spread over a $0.20 price increase, 
this points to a strong seller’s market with heavy bid lists.  
 
As we have seen since mid-December, the now current V2017 dominated 
trading with 71% of the share, also V2016 and V2015 saw 15% and 4% 
respectively. There was also some rare activity on V2019, although now 
the annual goalposts have shifted we can perhaps expect higher volumes 
going forward on this vintage. 
 
Otherwise, there was trading right across the front 3 months: 23%, 6% 
and 8%, respectively. The new December benchmark has also started 
gaining momentum: 2,606,000 of the 3,541,000 trades seen on the date 
were for the V2017. The increase in open interest was strong at 1,895,000 
for the week. The creation rate for the front month was particularly high 
at 60%, likely due to the relative lack of existing contracts on this date. 
 
Meanwhile in Ontario's pilot year alone before joining the WCI market, 
trading is not yet listed on the Industry's exchange. We may have to wait 
until the first auction of the year and the first allowances enter the market, 
before we see an exchange erected for the province's market. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ICE Price Movements 

ICE CCA Wk Close Wk ∆ 

V17 Front 13.13 0.19 

V17 Dec 17 13.46 0.21 

V15 Dec 17 13.46 0.20 

V16 Dec 17 13.46 0.21 

V18 Dec 17 13.39 0.20 

V19 Dec 17 13.34 0.18 

V17 Jun 18 13.66 0.21 

V17 Dec 18 13.85 0.21 

V17 Dec 19 14.27 0.20 

V17 Dec 20 14.74 0.12 

V20 Dec 17 13.34 0.18 

V20 Dec 18 13.73 0.18 

ICE Traded Volumes 

ICE CCA Delivery 
Vol. 

(‘000) 

V15 
Jan 17 31 

Dec 17 250 

V16 

Jan 17 110 

Feb 17 219 

Mar 17 219 

Dec 17 311 

V17 

Jan 17 1,210 

Feb 17 105 

Mar 17 219 

Dec 17 2,500 

V19 Dec 17 480 

Total 5,654 

4-week average 4,173 

CCO Price Movements 

OTC Mar-18 Wk ∆ 

Golden ‘16 11.60 0.06 

CCO-3 ‘16 10.52 0.07 

CCO-8 ‘16 10.14 0.03 
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Section B. Price Expectations 

 
 

 

 

 
 
Price expectations: 
 
Expected V16 ranges: $13.11 - $13.20 (Front); $13.44 - $13.52 (2017 Benchmark)     
Volumetric assumption: 3-6 million on V16 contracts; 4-9 million overall  
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The price breakout through the $13.00 ceiling is 
suggestive of a few things - it would seem to 
demonstrate an accumulated understanding and 
experience of how this market functions when 
beneath the price floor. 
 
Potential sellers seem to have recognized and 
accepted how the front price will be tied and 
eventually rise to the auction floor. And thus there 
is less incentive to transact at this point in the cycle. 
Meanwhile, now recognizing the same market 
dynamic, buyers will be confident of seeing the 
price rise to the floor and are confident of 
purchases made in this current lower region. 
 
Therefore, buyers bid more aggressively, whilst 
sellers abstain from entering the market as they are 
confident of a higher price later in the year. This 
shared recognition, held from opposing 
perspectives, should accelerate the price rise to the 
floor. The question is one of timing, in which 
auction cycle will the front price rise to a level 
where auction purchases become feasible? 
 
This is really dependent on the cumulative effect of 
every entity’s surplus position relative to its 
projected emissions. On aggregate, the current 
surplus to projected emissions is in the realm of 45 
million CCA’s. The annual shortfall in allowances 
purchased in 2016 was more than 60 million, the 
market could stomach possibly two poor auction 
performances before it is fundamentally short. 
 
If the sum of decision-makers recognize this same 
problem in managing future compliance 
obligations, then we could be see well subscribed 
auctions in the first half of 2016. For this to occur, 
the price front would need to be driven through 
the $13.57 reserve price. This would only be 
possible under fairly benign legal & regulatory 
progress from the CCC vs ARB case and the 
Scoping Plan adoption, respectively. 
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Section C. CCO Tracker 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Forest carbon projects accounted for the bulk of offsets approved by California’s 
registries this week. 858k were awarded in total, 842k of which emanating from 5 
forestry projects.  
 
Subsequent reporting periods for Sierra Pacific Industries’ Buck Mountain 
ARB002 (CAR1066) and Sacramento Canyon ARB001 (CAR1041) gained 62k 
and 42k credits respectively. Both projects still await ARB approval from their first 
reporting periods which were credited in February last year.    
 
217k ROCs were issued to Cook’s Branch Conservancy IFM (ACR257), Texas’s 
only second project to gain credits on the WCI market and project operators, 
Conservancy Management’s first. 
 
Finite Carbon gained a further 422k new ROC’s for CT Lakes (ACR199) forestry 
project in Coos Country, New Hampshire. The projects first reporting period 
achieved 1.4 million ARBOCs back in 2014 while its second reporting period has 
now waited 728 days to be accredited. Only four other projects have had longer 
lead times.  
 
Brushy Mountain (CAR1095) also received 96k credits for its third reporting 
period. A single Livestock project, T&M Herrema Dairy (CAR1056), was the 
only non-forestry project to be credited this week, gaining 16k in Indiana. 
 
Two new verification appointments were announced this week. SCS Engineers will 
oversee A-Gas Americas 2017-1 (CAR1249) while GHD Services will be 
responsible for Blue Mountain Biogas (CAR997). 
 
Other updates include the listing of Tradewater ODS4 (ACR363), Tradewater’s 
fourth project to be listed with the American Carbon Registry.  
 
 
 

Issued CCO total: 54,552,984 

Quebec offsets: 505,608 

WCI Offsets Eligible for future 
compliance: 27,525,509 

 

Last issuance date: Dec 27, 2016 
Next issuance date: Jan 12, 2017 
Last ARB issuance total: 399,028 
CCO-0s: 5,161,534 
ROCs queued: 22,877,593 
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Section D. Policy Tracker 
 

 

Bill Author Brief Status Momentum 
Indicator 

No bill has yet been introduced this legislative cycle which has a direct impact on Cap-and-Trade or related activities. 
Over the coming weeks, CC.info will be identify relevant bill introductions and developing a legislative tracker to cover 
these movements. 

 
Section E. Key Dates 

 
Date Item Observations 

Jan 18 EJAC Meeting 
The monthly EJAC Meeting will review the proposed scoping plan, and prepare 
comments for the Board. To be held at the CalEPA Headquarters Building, Training 
Room 1, 1001, I Street, Sacramento 

Jan 24 
Oral Arguments for CCC vs 
ARB case 

Set date for the hearing of oral arguments in the Californian Chambers of 
Commerce Vs Air Resources Board case. Will be held in the Stanley Mosk Library 
and Courts Building, 914 Capitol Mall, First Floor 

 
 

Section F. Back Matter 
 

Disclaimer 
No representation or warranty is given or shall be deemed given or implied by Climate Connect, 
its data or content providers, the financial exchanges and each of their affiliates and business 
partners to you or any other person as to the completeness, accuracy, sufficiency, currency, 
reliability or suitability of any such information, all which information is provided on an ‘as is’ 
basis, and all such representations warranties or conditions that may be implied by statute, 
general law or otherwise (whether as to title, non-infringement, merchantability, fitness for 
purpose or otherwise) are hereby excluded. 
 
About Climate Connect Ltd 
Climate Connect Ltd. is an information solutions firm operated in accordance with the laws and 
regulations of England and Wales. It has headquarters in London and in New Delhi, India, and 
serves a global clientele across a range of specialisations in the energy and environmental 
markets. In addition to news and intelligence portals for the carbon and power markets, Climate 
Connect provides bespoke information and research solutions to investors, trading houses, 
project developers, technical specialists, and other leading market players.  
 
About CaliforniaCarbon.info 
CaliforniaCarbon.info is a brand name operated by Climate Connect Ltd., and focuses on the 
carbon cap-and-trade market established in California and in the Western Climate Initiative. We 
offer the latest pricing data, market analysis, policy updates, and forecasting intelligence, to 
empower our clients to make well-informed decisions based on accurate and rounded insight. 
Please contact us using the details at the bottom of the page, if you would like to arrange a trial 
of our product. 
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Access 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rights to publication 
All articles and features for which the name of no external source is given may be assumed to be 
the full and original work of Climate Connect Ltd and/or CaliforniaCarbon.info, their 
employees, or other such persons who have provided consent for their work to be used in the 
form in which it appears. Do not recirculate any or all of the material which appears in this 
publication, to any other party except one who has obtained the full legal and/or commercial 
right to the material, or except in conditions in which express permission to do so has been 
granted by Climate Connect Ltd and/or CaliforniaCarbon.info, their employees, or other such 
persons as may have the authority to grant such permission. 

Tier Cost (p.a.) Access 
Publications $720 ✓ 

DataSmart $2,000 ✓ 
Pricing & Forecasts $9,000 ✓ 
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